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Abstract. The design and reiﬁcation of Web Information Systems is
a complex task, for which many integrated development methods have
been proposed. While all these methods ultimately lead to the construction of web pages, very little attention is paid to the layout of these
pages. This paper discusses the main principles of Screenography, attempts to systematise WIS layout and thus to complement development
methods. This amounts to guidelines for partitioning pages and using
layout objects, colour, light and texture to obtain rhythm, contrast and
perspective as the carriers for web page comprehension.

1

Introduction

A Web Information System (WIS) is an information system that is made accessible via the world-wide web. Such systems can be of any size, but the primary
focus of research in this area is on large-scale systems that require the support
of database technology for the content and are used by an unlimited number
of users. Consequently, the number of web pages that are needed to present a
WIS to its users is very high, and permanent changes to these pages have to be
accounted for. Therefore, the design and reiﬁcation of such systems cannot be
left to “HTML-hackers”. It has become subject to various development methods
such as OOHDM [13], WebML [3], WIS co-design [11, 12], HERA [6], WSDM [5]
and others, and also UML has been adapted to support WISs [4, 8].
These methods diﬀer in many respects, and we do not intend to discuss
these diﬀerences here. However, whatever method is used, it ﬁnally boils down
to the writing or generation of web pages. So, whatever sophistication has been
achieved through the method, a poor layout of the pages can easily destroy it.
Nonetheless, astoundingly little eﬀort has been put into WIS layout. It may be
argued that layout is the realm of HCI techniques [1, 2, 7, 14], but then general
HCI techniques are not coupled with speciﬁc development methods, and a lot of
the HCI ideas have to be taken into consideration already during WIS design,
even at a very high level of abstraction. For instance, the partitioning of pages
and colour schemata are linked to the strategic decision on the desired ambience
of the WIS as emphasised in [10].
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Currently, WIS designers are mainly involved in modelling and implementation. However, late consideration of graphical issues may result in inﬂexibility.
Our aim is to support the systematic and early involvement of layout (the graphical design of pages in liaison with content) and playout (based on the story
speciﬁcation, the task portfolio of users, and the contexts of the WIS and its
users). Thus we develop an approach to screenography , which adopts and generalises dramaturgy and scenography. Scenography contains the composition of
action space, plot and dramaturgy. Dramaturgy controls the sequence of scenes
and determines the composition of information. Our claim is to show that WIS
layout also requires scenography and dramaturgy to facilitate the understanding
and memorisation of content, and to support orientation within the WIS.
Screenography aims at providing interfaces of high utility that can be used by
any user depending on his/her intentions and tasks. So, we base screenography
on a characterisation of tasks, intentions, and speciﬁc characteristics of the users,
provided by means of user proﬁles and portfolios. Intentions and tasks determine
a user’s expectations and interests; speciﬁc characteristics inﬂuence the patience
in dealing with the WIS. As WISs are to provide needed services, the users’ real
needs and life stories have to be speciﬁed. We do this on the basis of life cases
that generalise, combine, extend and formalise business use cases.
The rationale of our work is to complement the WIS codesign method [11]
with a systematic approach to WIS layout that is grounded in knowledge from
art, cognitive psychology and scenography. In order to do so we start from a general architecture that determines the WIS development needs. On these grounds
we reﬁne intentions and use them to specify user proﬁles and portfolios.

2

Essential of Screenography

Screenography extends web application engineering by scenographic and dramaturgic aspects and intends to support the interaction between system and
user. Screenography aims at an individualised, decorated playout in consideration of intention, user proﬁles and portfolios, provider aims, context, equipment,
functionality and the storyline progress.
2.1

Atmosphere

Due to its deﬁnition on a high level of abstraction the atmosphere is independent
of equipment features. The reiﬁcation through page layout and the suﬃciency of
the available equipment to play out a speciﬁc atmosphere will be checked on a
lower level. The atmosphere can be described by the ambience of the presentation, which is determined by parameters such as shapes, material, illumination,
and colour schema. Nevertheless, visual perception is always aﬀected by the
current mood and emotions of a viewer. According to [9] we distinguish the
ambience-types powerful, in the sense of dramatic art and vitality, romantic, in
the sense of romance and passion, elegant, in the sense of seriousness and dispassion, refreshing, in the sense of ease and transparency, balanced, in the sense
of harmony and balance, and energetic, in the sense of phantasm and energy.
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2.2

Layout Patterns

After deﬁning the atmosphere, we specify layout patterns. Patterns are a powerful conceptual framework for building compelling, eﬀective, and easy-to-use
websites [15]. A pattern consists of visual and functional building blocks. According to [10] the functional building blocks realise the access to the presented
content and order these. The visual building blocks are important for perception
and need to consider the colouring with respect to functionality and aesthetics,
the perspective perception of the whole screen, and the visual alignment and
partitioning of the screen.
2.3

Grid Geometry

Grids were adapted from (conventional) graphic design and used for organising
page layouts, e.g. newspapers and magazines [15]. The visual alignment of layout
patterns is based on a tiling of the screen as a two-dimensional surface. More
sophisticatedly than a three column layout, the size of visual building blocks
can follow a rhythmic structure that can be expressed by a sequence of positive
integers. Then an observer perceives larger tiles of a sequence as being more
important, in particular, if the sequence shows a monotonic pattern.
Due to its overwhelming use in art and architecture over centuries we are
particularly interested in the Fibonacci sequence, which is deﬁned by the recurrence fn+2 = fn + fn+1 with the starting values f1 = f2 = 1. This gives the
well-known sequence 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,... It also gives rise to the number of golden
section, which appears naturally in nature.
If each tile is associated with a colour of a well-chosen colour schema, this
enables desired atmospheric eﬀects as speciﬁed in the strategic WIS model [10].
The thesis [9] shows this combination of the Fibonacci grid with various colour
schemata in diﬀerent web application projects.

3

Conclusion

In this paper we presented the principles of screenography, a novel approach to
layout and playout of Web Information Systems (WISs). Screenography transfers
the accumulated knowledge in scenography and dramaturgy from its origins
in theatre, ﬁlm and television to the web area thereby exploiting results from
creative arts, cognitive psychology, and stage scenography. The rationale behind
our work is that layout and playout are not merely activities that start, when
the major system design has been completed, but must be treated as integral
part of WIS development from the very beginning; a poor layout can nullify
all sophisticated modelling work, because the layout is the ultimate carrier of
information in a WIS.
Screenography is tightly intertwined with storyboarding, the method for WIS
usage modelling on a high level of abstraction [12]. It contributes to page partitioning and colour scheme deﬁnition in a holistic way. Furthermore, it adheres
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to known principles of visual perception, communication, cognition and design
that address important features such as contrast, rhythm, and perspective.
Screenography is an attempt to turn WIS layout and playout from an art
into a craft, i.e. it aims at enabling WIS designers to engineer systems that by
virtue of their presentation are conceived as exceeding the expectations of its
users. The work presented in this paper is a ﬁrst step in this direction, yet still
much more has to be done to extract knowledge from arts and bring it into a
form that can be used by WIS engineers.
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